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Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District
Comprehensive Facilities Assessment

Opportunities
The Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District (H-WRSD) can employ a variety of different
strategies to make its buildings sustainable. These strategies cover a wide range of environmental
considerations across five major categories: site, water, energy, materials and indoor
environmental quality.
The opportunities to make facilities sustainable are almost the same for new construction as they
are for all-encompassing, major modernizations -- with some exceptions as noted below. The
advantage of new construction is the ability to start from scratch – to design a new building
envelope, to orient the building on an east-west axis to take maximum advantage of sun exposure
and natural lighting, to ensure access to views in as many classroom spaces as possible, to ensure
adequate space for ductwork and chases needed for the most energy and water efficient systems
available today.
With renovations, even major modernizations, your project teams will need to address insulation
and air/vapor barrier issues that can be extremely problematic with pre-existing wall constructions
that were not designed to accommodate these elements. Existing buildings also may not have the
floor to ceiling space needed to install a fully ducted HVAC system, taking that option off the table.
There may be other limitations as well. That said, the greenest building in terms of material
conservation is the one you do not need to build, which means renovations, which make use of
existing buildings, save a tremendous amount of materials and the energy associated with
creating, shipping and installing those materials.
Below is a summary of some of the sustainability options that Hamilton-Wenham could consider for
renovated schools and for potential new construction projects. The review below follows the
general structure of both the Massachusetts Collaborative for High Performance Schools (MACHPS) and LEED for Schools (LEED-S) criteria though not every topic is covered.
Site Considerations
•
•
•
•
•
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Where you are considering new construction or even on the proposed additions, consider
multiple stories. If new construction – design the building so that at least 40% of the total gross
square footage is above the first floor.
Orient new buildings, and additions if possible, on an east-west axis to take maximum
advantage of natural lighting.
For new buildings, and for renovations where reconstruction of parking is part of the project,
make sure that your site lighting is designed to minimize light pollution (full cutoff fixtures, no
light trespass).
There were reports of roof leaks in several of the buildings. When building new or when
replacing existing roof systems, ensure proper drainage and consider light-colored roof
materials to mitigate the “heat island effect.”
One option included rebuilding a new Winthrop School at an undetermined new site. Another
option included building a new Winthrop School on the existing site. If you do have the
opportunity to site a new school on a piece of property, take advantage of existing site
formations and vegetation. For example, keep (or plant) coniferous trees on the north side of
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the building to shelter it against winter winds, and keep (or plant) deciduous trees on the south
side to shade the building in warmer months.
Minimize stormwater runoff – some strategies are:
o Collect and reuse rainwater (see discussion below).
o Rain gardens/bioretention cells. US EPA defines these as “small landscaped, graded
areas constructed with a special soil mix and lined with a porous medium that can aid in
reducing stormwater runoff, replenishing the aquifer, and filtering nonpoint source
pollution.”
o Permeable concrete. This is a special concrete mix that does not contain most of the fine
aggregates and stones. Removing these materials allows water to penetrate through the
concrete to reduce stormwater runoff. This strategy requires a deep bed of gravel beneath
the surface to function properly in this climate, so cost may be an issue.
o Permeable pavers are also an option, but may be an expensive one for schools to
consider. This option too requires a deep bed of gravel, which may have cost implications.
o Green or vegetated roofs are also an option. These too tend to be quite expensive and
care must be taken to ensure that the roof system can support the added weight. There
are also maintenance considerations. However, even a small installation (demonstration
size), if visible to students, can offer some stormwater advantages, and can be used as a
teaching tool.

Water Considerations
•
•

In all of your school projects, whether new schools or renovations, you should install water
saving fixtures, such low flow faucets, metered faucets, dual flush or very low flush toilets and
even waterless urinals.
Design any new non playing field landscaping so that it does not require any irrigation.

Rainwater or Greywater Collection and Reuse
Greywater and rainwater collection and reuse for toilet flushing or site irrigation are excellent
sustainable strategies that reduce potable water use within the building or on site. Rainwater
collection has the added benefit of reducing stormwater runoff. Both strategies reduce operating
costs for projects that use public water systems and pay for their water use. These strategies
should be considered and reviewed with your civil engineer. There are, however, some practical
considerations associated with these approaches that should be fully investigated:
• The Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) has clear regulations
governing greywater reuse in Massachusetts. However, the requirements for treatment can
make this strategy cost prohibitive for many projects.
• The state does not have clear requirements for rainwater collection and reuse, and this lack of
clarity has led to increased costs (relative to other states) when rainwater is reused inside the
building for toilet flushing.
• Despite the potential for increased costs, rainwater collection and reuse should be considered
on a case-by-case basis. It has been done in many schools across the Commonwealth.
Some school districts are considering reuse of rainwater for only a limited number of toilet
room stacks (even just one). This approach can save piping costs and make rainwater
collection a viable strategy, even if reuse is not applied building-wide.
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Reusing rainwater for site irrigation alone can also be very cost effective and very sustainable.
Project teams need to consider their irrigation needs and whether the demand for rainwater is
significant enough to justify the cost of the system.
In addition to collecting rainwater, consider collecting water from foundation drains and HVAC
condensate as well.

Energy Considerations
Renewable Energy
• Solar photovoltaic panels (PV) generate electricity from the sun. Many school districts across
Massachusetts have installed roof-mounted PV systems that help offset utility bills. Project
teams that are interested in current or future rooftop PV installations should identify a southfacing roof, or a flat roof area unobstructed by HVAC equipment, and unshaded by trees or
other buildings. The roof itself needs to be designed, or in the case of renovations, it may
need to be reinforced to handle the weight of a rooftop PV system. Reinforcing an existing roof
can be expensive. Although installed costs of PV systems have declined significantly over the
past decade, they are still quite high. If installation of a large PV array is not financially feasible,
a small demonstration array (3-5 kW) should be considered for education purposes,
particularly at the middle/high school, where students can study the PV system and its output
on different days/months.
• Biomass heating – which is usually a furnace burning wood chips or pellets. This approach
could be more difficult for renovations because the building must be designed with adequate
storage for wood chips or other biomass material. The site also must be laid out to
accommodate large biomass delivery vehicles.
• Consider ground source heat pumps. These use electricity from the grid to power heat
exchange with the ground water on the site. Note that they are usually most cost-effective
when used for both heating and cooling.
HVAC System
• There are a number of options available for upgrading the heating, ventilation, and other
mechanical systems in your existing buildings. The costs and benefits of the different options
need to be weighed carefully. For new schools, a centralized all-air heating system with airconditioning may be cost-effective, but even for major modernizations, the benefits in terms of
indoor air quality, acoustics and maintainability might outweigh the costs. There are other lessexpensive options that can provide good to excellent performance without the cost of a fullyducted system. One example is:
o Displacement ventilation possibly combined with “chilled beams” is a newer, hybrid
system that is being used in numerous schools across Massachusetts, and when
combined with dehumidification, it can be a very cost-effective HVAC approach that
does not rely on full air conditioning. Full air conditioning can still be employed in
designated areas, such as computer rooms, however.
• Unit ventilators, which are found in the large majority of existing school buildings, and in the
Hamilton-Wenham schools as well, have a number of sustainability drawbacks:
o They tend to be noisy. You can buy oversized unit ventilators and run them on lower
speeds to keep them quieter, but there is no getting around the fact that they are noise
makers sitting right in the classroom. It might even be difficult to meet the minimum
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acoustics performance prerequisites in either MA-CHPS or LEED-S with unit
ventilators. It would be well-worth consulting with an acoustical expert on this issue
because as of July 1, 2010 all MSBA funding is linked to a new school or major
modernization’s ability to meet one of these two standards.
o They are often not well maintained. Unit ventilators represent numerous separate
pieces of equipment scattered throughout the school. Each one has a filter that needs
to be changed, and maintenance is frequently neglected (although in HamiltonWenham, it seems that the filters are changed quite regularly).
o They are irresistible as make-shift shelving, benches and plant supports – all of which
minimize the effectiveness of the units due to blocked vents (and in the case of plants,
there are mold and mildew concerns)
o Air intakes can be blocked by snow or get infiltrated by dust and dirt from the ground
outside. The units are often located next to parking areas so that intake air includes
vehicle exhaust.
Other Common Energy Conservation Measures addressed in MA-CHPS (Energy Credit 1)
• Take steps to reduce overall lighting power density through any of the following methods:
o High-efficiency lamping and carefully designed lighting.
o Occupancy sensors
o Dimmers or bi-level controls for lights
o Daylight responsive lighting
•

Install energy efficient HVAC equipment
o Premium efficiency motors
o Select and size boilers efficiently
o If considering air conditioning, select and size chillers efficiently
o CO2-based demand controlled ventilation
o Variable speed control for pumps and fans

•

Improved thermal efficiency of building envelope
o Use appropriate levels of wall and roof insulation
o Select energy efficient windows

Materials Considerations
•
•
•

Take care to recycle construction and demolition waste – greater than 90% C&D recycling rate
is possible in Massachusetts.
For renovations, reuse as much of the building’s existing structure and shell as possible. Try
also to reuse as much of the non structural elements as possible (walls, floor coverings, and
ceiling systems).
Select materials with recycled content and FSC-certified wood, use bio-based materials when
possible, and buy materials that are manufactured nearby.
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Indoor Environmental Quality Considerations
•
•
•

•

•
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Use materials with low VOC content, such as paints, furniture, insulation, adhesives/sealants,
and carpeting.
With new construction and additions, locate classrooms on the building exterior to afford
access to views.
Design spaces to optimize daylight while avoiding glare. This strategy is clearly more difficult
for existing spaces, but combinations of light shelves, interior and exterior shading devices,
light-colored/reflective interior finishes, can all help to control incoming light and use it to
maximum advantage.
Minimize background HVAC system noise in classroom spaces and minimize noise
penetration between classrooms. Noise was identified as an issue in some schools. School
officials and designers are encouraged to achieve background noise levels of NC30 (Noise
Criteria) for all classrooms (approximately equivalent to 35 dBA) and the sound isolation
standards recommended by ANSI (ANSI Standard 12.60). Note that meeting the ANSI
standard may not be possible with unit ventilators.
Indoor Air Quality – protect duct work from dust and dirt before installation, protect materials
from moisture during the construction process, install high efficiency filters on HVAC
equipment, and ensure air intakes are not near exhaust sources.
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Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District
Capital Improvement Estimate
28 October 2010

Category

BUKER

Scope of Work

CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)
site or
bldg sf

cost/sf or
LS

Estimated Total

1 Roofing

Short-Term Roof Solution: Replace existing
shingle roofing with new 40-year asphalt shingles,
ice &watershield, ridge vents, new soffits and soffit
venting. Provide additional insulation in attic
space at specific locations to address heat loss
issues. Add gutters and downspouts over
doorways or add dormer. See perimeter drainage
notes below.

1

$205,690

$236,544

$23,654

$23,654

$52,040

$335,892

2 Roofing

Long-Term Roof Solution, Instead of Short-term
Roof Item above: Replace existing shingle roofing
with asphalt shingle roof system including new R30 vented, continuous rigid insulation on top of
exg plywood deck. Thermal envelope is now at
top of roof deck. Remove existing fiberglass
insulation. Remove vents. Replace soffits, soffit
venting and fascia. Provide insulation at roof-towall transitions. Add gutters and downspouts over
doorways or add dormer. See perimeter drainage
below.

1

$456,326

$524,775

$52,478

$52,478

$115,451

$745,182

3 Roofing

Remove existing membrane, install tapered
insulation (R-30) with fully adhered EPDM rubber
membrane and new roof drains

1

$148,000

$170,200

$17,020

$17,020

$37,444

$241,684
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Category

Scope of Work

4 Site

Provide perimeter drainage system: collect water
Improvements via perforated perimeter drain pipe and tie into
stormwater system This work should occur with
roofing improvement project. Alternatively,
consider rainwater cistern collection system and reuse for gray water (toilets and irrigation).
Rainwater cistern collection system and re-use for
gray water (toilets and irrigation) (add for cistern
and gray water system only, drain pipe taken
above)

4.a

5 Site

Provide additional site signage, traffic lanes for
Improvements parent drop-off, additional site lighting, repave
driveway and sidewalks, provide pavement
markings, and add handicap accessible play
equipment

6 Exterior

Repoint precast window sills, replace precast cap
at elevator, replace wood siding at gable end

7 Exterior

Replace original 6' x 10' wood, single-pane dbl
hung windows with high performance aluminum
clad wood or fiberglass windows, 1" insulated
units with low-e glass. Need to review possible
opening size limitations.

8 Exterior

Replace exterior door/frame at basement level

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

Estimated Total

1,362

$25.00

$39,158

$3,916

$3,916

$8,615

$55,605

1

$150,000

$172,500

$17,250

$17,250

$37,950

$244,950

1

$138,681

$159,483

$15,948

$15,948

$35,086

$226,465

1

$63,500

$73,025

$7,303

$7,303

$16,066

$103,697

5700

$75

$491,625

$49,163

$49,163

$108,158

$698,109

1

$1,500

$1,725

$173

$173

$380

$2,451
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Category

Scope of Work

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

Estimated Total

8 Flooring

Replace VCT and VAT flooring through 1/2 of the
school. Estimate use of special adhesive/prep
work for high moisture slabs. Replace quarry tile
in Kitchen. Replace sections of carpeting that are
worn/frayed.

1

$285,553

$328,386

$32,839

$32,839

$72,245

$466,309

9 Ceilings

Replace 12" x 12" ceiling tiles with suspended grid
and ceiling panels in 2'x4' grid in classrooms and
corridors of older sections of the school. Combine
this work with light fixture replacement. Replace
ceiling tiles in gym with tectum acoustical planks.

1

$233,385

$268,393

$26,839

$26,839

$59,046

$381,117

10 Safety

Install door closers and mag hold opens, tied to
fire alarm system at each classroom door and
other doors selected by school. Remove door
stops.
Provide allowance for possible
reconfiguration at some doors once code review is
completed.

1

$28,000

$32,200

$3,220

$3,220

$7,084

$45,724

11 Safety

Replace doors with smoke or fire-rated doors at
code required locations. Replace hardware.
Possibly combine with mag holder work. Remove
manual lock from kiln room and change out door
and hardware.

1

$51,000

$58,650

$5,865

$5,865

$12,903

$83,283

12 Life Safety

Provide life-safety code upgrades to stairs,
railings, etc. throughout school. Sprinkler system.

1

$342,324

$393,673

$39,367

$39,367

$86,608

$559,015
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Category

Scope of Work

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

Estimated Total

1

$25,000

$28,750

$2,875

$2,875

$6,325

$40,825

Provide HC accessibility improvements to toilet
rooms; change remaining door knobs to lever;
provide lift at stage; modify counters and sinks at
classrooms for HC.

1

$226,100

$260,015

$26,002

$26,002

$57,203

$369,222

15 Heating/Ventilat Replace existing boilers with high efficiency

1

$265,686

$305,539

$30,554

$30,554

$67,219

$433,866

1

$9,000

$10,350

$1,035

$1,035

$2,277

$14,697

41853

$3.50

$168,458

$16,846

$16,846

$37,061

$239,211

13 Extend Life of

Perform inventory of Kitchen equipment and
Building/Ongoin develop list for replacement. Do the same for
g Maintenance furnishings. Allowance provided. Review with
Kitchen staff to confirm priority.

14 Handicap

Accessibility

ion System
Upgrades

condensing boilers and install code compliant
boiler ventilation system and unit heater. Relocate
attic hydronic loop to be on warm side of thermal
envelope. Replace 3-way valves on hydronic
heating system. Upgrade pneumatic controls with
DDC control system. Provide split system a/c for
administration area (spaces used in summer
months), provide with ventilation air. Provide a
dedicated vent system for the Kiln- remove all
flammable items from this room.

16 Fuel Tank

Provide leak detection system for fuel tank and
double wall containment piping from the tank to
the boilers.

17 Electrical

Replace Electrical Distribution Panels and provide
additional outlets in classrooms and spaces
throughout to school to support increased
technology needs.
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Category

Scope of Work

18 Fire Alarm

Upgrade Fire Alarm devices to meet current NFPA
requirements

18 Life Safety

Install fire sealant at penetrations through firerated walls.

19 Life Safety

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

Estimated Total

41853

$3.00

$144,393

$14,439

$14,439

$31,766

$205,037

1

$10,000

$11,500

$1,150

$1,150

$2,530

$16,330

Provide additional storage space to house items
currently stored in Electrical and Mechanical
Rooms. Estimate approx. 600 sf space

600

$200

$138,000

$13,800

$13,800

$30,360

$195,960

20 Code/Electrical Replace emergency Exit backup battery lighting

41853

$1.00

$48,131

$4,813

$4,813

$10,589

$68,346

41853

$6.50

$312,851

$31,285

$31,285

$68,827

$444,248

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

units with a centralized inverter system with new
dual heads throughout the building.

21 Electrical-

Energy
Efficiency
22 HVAC

Upgrade lighting with Energy Efficient Upgrades,
including ballasts, lamps, and occupancy sensors.
Replace Incandescent Exit signs with LED type.
Replace pneumatic control system with DDC
system (PART OF #15)
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Category

Scope of Work

22 Plumbing

Insulate water service and install strainer and dbl
check valve. Provide new drinking fountains.
Provide two new tempered water mixing valves,
circulator pumps, and aquastats. Provide
dedicated hw supply for dishwasher. Replace
toilet fixtures as a part of hc upgrades with water
conserving features. Insulate stormwater piping,
domestic hot and cold water piping and ADA
accessible fixtures. (TOILET FIXTURES PART
OF ADA UPGRADE)

23 Tel/Data/PA

Replace phone system, audio system, and
additional cabling to support wireless networks as
part of a larger renovation project.

System
24 Security

Provide an access control system tied to all
exterior doors

25 School

Provide a Master Clock system throughout school.
Consider synchronized wireless clocks
throughout.
Provide
dedicated Computer Server (Hub) rooms

Function
26 Technology

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

Estimated Total

1

$83,000

$95,450

$9,545

$9,545

$20,999

$135,539

41853

$3.50

$168,458

$16,846

$16,846

$37,061

$239,211

12

$5,000

$69,000

$6,900

$6,900

$15,180

$97,980

41853

$1.50

$72,196

$7,220

$7,220

$15,883

$102,519

2

$25,000

$57,500

$5,750

$5,750

$12,650

$81,650

with split A/C (estimate 2 rooms). Provide
dedicated technology grounding system.
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Category

27 Hazardous

Materials

Scope of Work

Abate/mitigate hazardous materials as
encountered as part of any renovation project
where those materials are encountered.
Allowance provided for entire building.

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)
1

$350,000

$402,500

$40,250

$40,250

$88,550

Estimated Total

$571,550

$7,445,674
Estimated Total
NOTE:
1. Costs are conceptual in nature, are for comparison purposes only and are not intended for use in construction. They are based on
current market conditions in October 2010 and must be adjusted for inflation and construction market conditions for each year beyond
this date. No cost for phasing or portable classrooms has been included.
2. An Allowance has been provided for Hazardous Materials abatement (Asbestos/Lead/PCB). The actual cost depend on the scope
and extent of the work performed as well as any additional testing that may be necessary as part of the scope of work.
3. GC Overhead & Profit have been included in the base estimate figures
4. Soft Costs are: Estimated Conceptual Soft Costs (includes: A/E fees, clerk of the works, environmental consult, testing, permitting,
legal fees, printing, and insurance)
5. It is suggested that the School Committee and School Officials meet with the Architect to identify High, Medium and Low Priority
items.
6. Refer to each section of Report for more detailed information. Before moving forward with a specific project, a detailed review of the
scope of work and a re-assessment of the cost estimate for that scope should be performed before using these figures for budgetary
purposes.
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Category

CUTLER

Scope of Work

CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

Estimated
Total

site or
bldg sf

cost/sf or
LS

1

$554,800

$638,020

$63,802

$63,802

$140,364

$905,988

1 Roofing

At PVC membrane roof areas: Remove existing
PVC membrane down to the deck. Assume
original built-up roof needs to be removed as well.
Provide vapor retarder, 5" of polyiso insulation and
roof board, fully adhered PVC membrane and
fascia. Provide tapered insulation at Flat roof
areas. Replace existing Wasco-type skylights with
new (3' x4' +/-) estimate 10. Remove existing
wood soffit (3' wide) and replace with durable,
water-resistant material.

2 Roofing

Address Thermal Envelope concerns at gym and
address raised shingles at gabled ends

3000

$40.00

$138,000

$13,800

$13,800

$30,360

$195,960

3 Roofing

At EPDM Rubber Membrane roof: Strip-in new
flashing at perimeter and all seams. Include
allowance to address plumbing vent and other
minor issues on roof.

3000

$1.00

$3,450

$345

$345

$759

$4,899

2159

$31.00

$76,968

$7,697

$7,697

$16,933

$109,295

4 Site Improvements Provide perimeter drainage system: collect water

via perforated perimeter drain pipe and tie into
stormwater system This work should occur with
roofing improvement project. Provide re-grading
along bldg perimeter for soil to shed away from
building. Alternatively, consider rainwater cistern
collection system and re-use for gray water (toilets
and irrigation).
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Category

Scope of Work

5 Site Improvements Provide additional site signage, additional site

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

Estimated
Total

1

$238,681

$274,483

$27,448

$27,448

$60,386

$389,765

1

$150,000

$172,500

$17,250

$17,250

$37,950

$244,950

35000

$5.00

$201,250

$20,125

$20,125

$44,275

$285,775

1

$129,000

$148,350

$14,835

$14,835

$32,637

$210,657

lighting, repave driveway and sidewalks, provide
pavement markings, improve handicap accessible
route from parking to building, and add handicap
accessible play equipment. Re-design parking lot
to allow for a separate parent drop-off loop with
visitor parking.
Alternatively, consider rainwater cistern collection
system and re-use for gray water (toilets and
irrigation).

5a

6 Site Improvements Strip and replace baseball field
7 Exterior

Address Masonry cracks, efflorescence, staining,
and misc. repairs to brick. Remove exterior wall
components down to structural frame at MultiPurpose Room (MPR) and re-construct with new
metal framing, 3" continuous rigid insulation, brick
veneer and cement fiber siding. Repoint joints in
Precast sills of 1992 addition.
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Category

Scope of Work

8 Exterior

Remove the entire curtain-wall system, floor to
ceiling at four modular classrooms and remove
entire exterior walls at connector corridor.
Construct foundation walls with 2" of rigid
insulation and cement exterior coating. Provide
brick veneer, 3" rigid insulation exterior of metal
stud framing, high performance, aluminum clad
wood windows. Provide spray-foam insulation at
roof to wall transition.

9 Exterior

Replace all remaining windows, with the exception
of windows installed at 1992 wing. Provide high
performance aluminum clad wood or fiberglass
windows, 1" insulated units with low-e glass.

10 Exterior

Replace all exterior doors and frames with the
exception of 1992 wing. Entry doors shall be
heavy-duty commercial, thermal aluminum doors.
Doors at maintenance areas should be flush,
insulated hollow metal doors.

11 Exterior

At Storage room adj to MPR: Provide spray
applied VR membrane, 3" of Rigid insulation and
brick veneer to the exterior of cmu block. Modify
roof at perimeter to allow for increase wall
thickness.

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

Estimated
Total

1

$356,350

$409,803

$40,980

$40,980

$90,157

$581,920

4410

$75.00

$380,363

$38,036

$38,036

$83,680

$540,115

1

$56,760

$65,274

$6,527

$6,527

$14,360

$92,688

1100

$45.00

$56,925

$5,693

$5,693

$12,524

$80,835
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Category

Scope of Work

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

Estimated
Total

12 Flooring

Replace VCT and VAT flooring throughout, with
the exception of the 1992 wing. Replace carpeting
in administrative areas and library. Estimate use
of special adhesive for high moisture slabs will be
needed.

35000

$11.00

$442,750

$44,275

$44,275

$97,405

$628,705

13 Ceilings

1951 Building: Replace all MDO boards with
tectum planks or suspended acoustical panels.
Replace ceilings in administrative areas with
suspended acoustical ceiling. Combine with
replacement of light fixtures.

35000

$6.00

$241,500

$24,150

$24,150

$53,130

$342,930

14 Doors: Safety and

Replace all doors in 1951 building, including
modular classrooms. Install door closers and mag
hold opens, tied to fire alarm system at each
classroom door and other doors selected by
school.
Provide allowance for possible
reconfiguration at some doors once code review is
completed.

1

$104,000

$119,600

$11,960

$11,960

$26,312

$169,832

45800

$8.00

$421,360

$42,136

$42,136

$92,699

$598,331

35000

$5.00

$201,250

$20,125

$20,125

$44,275

$285,775

Maintenance

15 Life Safety

New sprinkler system throughout

16 Casework/Millwork Replace all built-in casework cabinetry, sinks and

bookcases in 1951 building (including Modular's).
Provide HC accessible sinks and counters for
each classroom
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Category

Scope of Work

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

Estimated
Total

Perform inventory of Kitchen equipment and
develop list for replacement. Do the same for
furnishings. Allowance provided. Review with
Kitchen staff to confirm priority.

1

$25,000

$28,750

$2,875

$2,875

$6,325

$40,825

At 1951 Building: Provide HC accessibility
improvements to toilet rooms; change door knobs
to lever; Address guardrails/handrails at MPR
room ramp; Modify nurse's room to be accessible;
Rebuild intersection of 1951 classroom wing and
admin area with new stairs and HC lift: this will
require significant reconstruction at this
intersection. Provide HC lift and re-build stairs at
corridor between admin and MPR room.

1

$160,000

$184,000

$18,400

$18,400

$40,480

$261,280

Improve security access and visibility from
administrative space to entry doors. This may
require reconstruction/reconfiguration of spaces.

1

$25,000

$28,750

$2,875

$2,875

$6,325

$40,825

20 Heating/Ventilation Provide fresh air intake, exhaust fan and hydronic

1

$9,000

$10,350

$1,035

$1,035

$2,277

$14,697

45800

$3.50

$184,345

$18,435

$18,435

$40,556

$261,771

1

$10,000

$11,500

$1,150

$1,150

$2,530

$16,330

17 Extend Life of

Building/Ongoing
Maintenance
18 Handicap

Accessibility

19 Security

System Upgrades

heat for Storage Room adjacent to MPR. Replace
rusting radiators in bathrooms.

21 Electrical

Replace Electrical Distribution Panels and provide
additional outlets in classrooms and spaces
throughout to school to support increased
technology needs.

22 Life Safety

Install fire sealant at penetrations through firerated walls.
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Category

Scope of Work

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

Estimated
Total

23 Life Safety

Provide additional storage space to house items
currently stored in Electrical and Mechanical
Rooms. Estimate approx. 300 sf space

300

$200

$69,000

$6,900

$6,900

$15,180

$97,980

24 Code/Electrical

Replace emergency Exit backup battery lighting
units with a centralized inverter system with new
dual heads throughout the building.

45800

$1.00

$52,670

$5,267

$5,267

$11,587

$74,791

25 Electrical- Energy

Upgrade lighting with Energy Efficient Upgrades,
including ballasts, lamps, and occupancy sensors.
Replace classroom surface mounted type with
pendant, direct/indirect lighting. Replace
Incandescent Exit signs with LED type.

45800

$6.50

$342,355

$34,236

$34,236

$75,318

$486,145

26 Fire Alarm

Upgrade Fire Alarm devices to meet current NFPA
requirements

45800

$3.00

$158,010

$15,801

$15,801

$34,762

$224,374

27 Plumbing

Insulate water service and install strainer and dbl
check valve. Provide new drinking fountains.
Provide two new tempered water mixing valves,
circulator pumps, and aquastats. Provide
dedicated hw supply for dishwasher. Replace
toilet fixtures as a part of hc upgrades with water
conserving features. Insulate stormwater piping,
domestic hot and cold water piping and ADA
accessible fixtures. (TOILET FIXTURES WITH
ADA UPGRADE)

1

$83,000

$95,450

$9,545

$9,545

$20,999

$135,539

Efficiency
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Category

28 Tel/Data/PA

System

Scope of Work

Replace phone system, audio system, and
additional cabling to support wireless networks as
part of a larger renovation project.

29 Security

Provide an access control system tied to all
exterior doors

30 School Function

Provide a Master Clock system throughout school.
Consider synchronized wireless clocks
throughout.
Provide
dedicated Computer Server (Hub) rooms

31 Technology

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

Estimated
Total

45800

$3.50

$184,345

$18,435

$18,435

$40,556

$261,771

30

$2,500

$86,250

$8,625

$8,625

$18,975

$122,475

45800

$1.50

$79,005

$7,901

$7,901

$17,381

$112,188

2

$25,000

$57,500

$5,750

$5,750

$12,650

$81,650

1

$400,000

$460,000

$46,000

$46,000

$101,200

$653,200

with split A/C (estimate 2 rooms). Provide
dedicated technology grounding system.
32 Hazardous

Materials

Abate/mitigate hazardous materials as
encountered as part of any renovation project
where those materials are encountered.
Allowance provided for entire building.

$8,554,261
Estimated
Total

NOTE:
1. Costs are conceptual in nature, are for comparison purposes only and are not intended for use in construction. They are based on
current market conditions in October 2010 and must be adjusted for inflation and construction market conditions for each year beyond this
date. No cost for phasing or portable classrooms has been included.
2. An Allowance has been provided for Hazardous Materials abatement (Asbestos/Lead/PCB). The actual cost depend on the scope and
extent of the work performed as well as any additional testing that may be necessary as part of the scope of work.
3. GC Overhead & Profit have been included in the base estimate figures
4. Soft Costs are: Estimated Conceptual Soft Costs (includes: A/E fees, clerk of the works, environmental consult, testing, permitting,
legal fees, printing, and insurance)
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Category

Scope of Work

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

5. It is suggested that the School Committee and School Officials meet with the Architect to identify High, Medium and Low Priority items.

6. Refer to each section of Report for more detailed information. Before moving forward with a specific project, a detailed review of the
scope of work and a re-assessment of the cost estimate for that scope should be performed before using these figures for budgetary
purposes.
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Category

Scope of Work

WINTHROP CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)
site or
bldg sf

cost/sf or
LS

Estimated
Total

1 Roofing

At PVC membrane roof areas: Remove existing
PVC membrane down to the deck. Assume
original built-up roof needs to be removed as well.
Provide vapor retarder, 5" of polyiso insulation and
roof board, fully adhered PVC membrane and
fascia. Provide tapered insulation at connector
roof area. Replace existing Wasco-type skylights
with new (3' x4' +/-) estimate 30. Provide new
stainless steel fasteners at skylights over gym.
Refinish existing wood soffits and glu-lam beams;
include allowance for replacement of some wood
planks that are rotted and replacement of drain
connectors. Clean, repair and repoint chimney;
add stainless steel bonnet/cap.

1

$620,350

$713,403

$71,340

$71,340

$156,949

$1,013,032

2 Roofing

At EPDM Rubber Membrane roof: Strip-in new
flashing at perimeter and all seams. Refinish soffit
and provide new fascia.

1

$17,500

$20,125

$2,013

$2,013

$4,428

$28,579

3 Site Improvements

Provide additional site signage, additional site
lighting, repave driveway and sidewalks, provide
pavement markings, improve handicap accessible
route from parking to building, and add handicap
accessible play equipment. Re-design parking lot
to allow for a separate parent drop-off loop with
visitor parking.

1

$250,000

$287,500

$28,750

$28,750

$63,250

$408,250
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Category

Scope of Work

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

4 Exterior

Remove the entire curtain-wall system at 1958
Building and 1965 addition. Provide new thermally
broken aluminum curtain wall system with high
performance window units (1" with low e glass)
and 3" thick insulated metal panels. Provide sheet
rock finish on interior side in specific locations.
Provide spray-foam insulation at roof to wall
transition with hardwood trim. Replace insulated
glass units at 1989 addition.

1 $1,108,200 $1,274,430

5 Exterior

Replace all exterior doors and frames throughout
entire bldg. Entry doors shall be heavy-duty
commercial, thermal aluminum doors. Doors at
maintenance areas should be flush, insulated
hollow metal doors. Address egress issue at
Music Room (create double doors in place of exg
single door) and at 1989 courtyard doors (swing
into building). At main entry, provide two new
interior vestibules (for energy savings).

1

$80,000
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$92,000

Estimated
Total

$127,443

$127,443

$280,375

$1,809,691

$9,200

$9,200

$20,240

$130,640
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Category

Scope of Work

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

Estimated
Total

6 Flooring

At 1958 and 1965 Buildings: Replace VCT and
VAT flooring throughout. Assume VAT is beneath
VCT and that VAT will need to be abated. At
areas where old carpeting exists, remove
carpeting and VAT beneath it down to slab.
Replace with high quality, durable commercialgrade carpeting. (Estimate existing is 90%
VAT/VCT and 10% carpet/VAT). Estimate use of
special adhesive for high moisture slabs will be
required. Replace gym wood floor with a sportswood floor (maple finish) system.

1

$449,300

$516,695

$51,670

$51,670

$113,673

$733,708

7 Ceilings

At 1958 Building Classrooms: Replace 50% of
surface mounted acoustical panels. At the 1965
(connector classroom wing), replace surface
mounted 12"x12" ceiling tile with tectum acoustical
plank. Coincide with light fixture replacement

1

$220,500

$253,575

$25,358

$25,358

$55,787

$360,078

8 Doors: Safety and

Replace all doors in 1958 and 1965 buildings.
Install door closers and mag hold opens, tied to
fire alarm system at each classroom door and
other doors selected by school.
Provide
allowance for possible reconfiguration at some
doors once code review is completed. Provide
handrails at stairs to platform. Address Egress
issue with door swings at MPR.

1

$163,600

$188,140

$18,814

$18,814

$41,391

$267,159

Maintenance
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Category

Scope of Work

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

Estimated
Total

New sprinkler system throughout

46000

$8.00

$423,200

$42,320

$42,320

$93,104

$600,944

10 Casework/Millwork

Replace all built-in casework cabinetry, sinks and
bookcases in 1958 and 1965 buildings. Provide
HC accessible sinks and counters for each
classroom

39000

$5.00

$224,250

$22,425

$22,425

$49,335

$318,435

11 Extend Life of

Perform inventory of Kitchen equipment and
develop list for replacement. Do the same for
furnishings. Allowance provided. Review with
Kitchen staff to confirm priority.

1

$25,000

$28,750

$2,875

$2,875

$6,325

$40,825

At 1958 and 1965 Buildings: Provide accessible
routes to playgrounds. Provide HC accessibility
improvements to toilet rooms; Modify nurse's
room and admin office to be accessible; change in
door hardware is already included in door
replacement above.

1

$140,000

$161,000

$16,100

$16,100

$35,420

$228,620

Improve security access and visibility from
administrative space to entry doors. This may
require reconstruction/reconfiguration of spaces.

1

$25,000

$28,750

$2,875

$2,875

$6,325

$40,825

9 Life Safety

Building/Ongoing
Maintenance
12 Handicap

Accessibility

13 Security
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14 Heating/Ventilation

Scope of Work

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

Estimated
Total

At 1958 and 1965 buildings: Replace boilers with
condensing boilers. Upgrade ventilation and air
handling systems with air to air heat exchangers
and VFD's. Provide duct cleaning throughout.
Replace all supply and return air grilles. Insulate
ductwork in crawl space. Provide ventilation for
several offices and exhaust for janitorial spaces
where currently none exist. Reconfigure
ventilation system serving the gym.

39000

$20.00

$897,000

$89,700

$89,700

$197,340

$1,273,740

15 Electrical

Replace Electrical Distribution Panels and provide
additional outlets in classrooms and spaces
throughout to school to support increased
technology needs.

46000

$3.50

$185,150

$18,515

$18,515

$40,733

$262,913

16 Life Safety

Install fire sealant at penetrations through firerated walls.

1

$10,000

$11,500

$1,150

$1,150

$2,530

$16,330

17 Life Safety

Provide additional storage space to house items
currently stored in Electrical and Mechanical
Rooms. Estimate approx. 300 sf space. Provide
a code-compliant storage unit for all flammable
liquids and hazardous chemicals and relocate into
dedicated storage room.

300

$200

$69,000

$6,900

$6,900

$15,180

$97,980

18 Code/Electrical

Replace emergency Exit backup battery lighting
units with a centralized inverter system with new
dual heads throughout the building.

46000

$1.00

$52,900

$5,290

$5,290

$11,638

$75,118

System Upgrades
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19 Electrical- Energy

Scope of Work

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

Estimated
Total

Upgrade lighting with Energy Efficient Upgrades,
including ballasts, lamps, and occupancy sensors.
Replace classroom surface mounted type with
pendant, direct/indirect lighting. Replace
Incandescent Exit signs with LED type.

46000

$6.50

$343,850

$34,385

$34,385

$75,647

$488,267

20 Fire Alarm

Upgrade Fire Alarm devices to meet current NFPA
requirements

46000

$3.00

$158,700

$15,870

$15,870

$34,914

$225,354

21 Plumbing

Insulate water service and install strainer and dbl
check valve. Provide new drinking fountains.
Provide two new tempered water mixing valves,
circulator pumps, and aquastats. Provide
dedicated hw supply for dishwasher. Replace
toilet fixtures as a part of hc upgrades with water
conserving features. Insulate stormwater piping,
domestic hot and cold water piping and ADA
accessible fixtures. (TOILET FIXTURES WITH
ADA UPGRADES)

1

$83,000

$95,450

$9,545

$9,545

$20,999

$135,539

22 Plumbing

Replace two existing hw heaters with new hot
water heaters with higher efficiency rating.

2

$25,000

$57,500

$5,750

$5,750

$12,650

$81,650

46000

$3.50

$185,150

$18,515

$18,515

$40,733

$262,913

22

$2,500

$63,250

$6,325

$6,325

$13,915

$89,815

Efficiency

23 Tel/Data/PA System Replace phone system, audio system, and

additional cabling to support wireless networks as
part of a larger renovation project.
24 Security

Provide an access control system tied to all
exterior doors
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25 School Function
26 Technology

Scope of Work

Provide a Master Clock system throughout school.
Consider synchronized wireless clocks
throughout.
Provide
dedicated Computer Server (Hub) rooms

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

Estimated
Total

46000

$1.50

$79,350

$7,935

$7,935

$17,457

$112,677

2

$25,000

$57,500

$5,750

$5,750

$12,650

$81,650

1

$360,000

$414,000

$41,400

$41,400

$91,080

$587,880

with split A/C (estimate 2 rooms). Provide
dedicated technology grounding system.
27 Hazardous Materials Abate/mitigate hazardous materials as

encountered as part of any renovation project
where those materials are encountered.
Allowance provided for entire building.
$9,772,612
Estimated
Total

NOTE:
1. Costs are conceptual in nature, are for comparison purposes only and are not intended for use in construction. They are based on
current market conditions in October 2010 and must be adjusted for inflation and construction market conditions for each year beyond this
date. No cost for phasing or portable classrooms has been included.
2. An Allowance has been provided for Hazardous Materials abatement (Asbestos/Lead/PCB). The actual cost depend on the scope and
extent of the work performed as well as any additional testing that may be necessary as part of the scope of work.
3. GC Overhead & Profit have been included in the base estimate figures
4. Soft Costs are: Estimated Conceptual Soft Costs (includes: A/E fees, clerk of the works, environmental consult, testing, permitting, legal
fees, printing, and insurance)
5. It is suggested that the School Committee and School Officials meet with the Architect to identify High, Medium and Low Priority items.
6. Refer to each section of Report for more detailed information. Before moving forward with a specific project, a detailed review of the
scope of work and a re-assessment of the cost estimate for that scope should be performed before using these figures for budgetary
purposes.
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Category

HS-MS

Scope of Work

CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION

1 Roofing

At HS: Remove existing PVC membrane down to
the deck. Assume original built-up roof needs to
be removed as well. Provide vapor retarder,
tapered (R-30 avg) of polyiso insulation and roof
board, fully adhered PVC membrane and fascia.
Provide additional roof drains with new piping
(estimate 6). Replace existing Wasco-type
skylights with new (3' x4' +/-) estimate 10.

2 Roofing

At MS: This roof should be under warranty.
Request Manufacturer to address seams that are
beginning to fail.

3 Site Improvements

Strip playfields and provide suitable drainage subbase and underdrains as needed to address poor
drainage issues. Add additional multi-purpose
field. Provide handicap accessible spaces at
Visiting bleachers.

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated Estimated Total
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)
site or cost/sf or LS
bldg sf
1

1

$1,876,700 $2,158,205

$215,821

$215,821

$474,805

$3,064,652

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$402,500

$40,250

$40,250

$88,550

$571,550

$350,000
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Category

Scope of Work

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated Estimated Total
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

4 Site Improvements

Repair/replace ramps along sidewalks on-site to
make HC accessible and upgrade 6 exg pkg
spaces to HC accessible. Provide additional
visitor parking to allow for better flow of parent
drop-off. Re-paint pavement markings. Address
ponding at MS entrance. Provide flashing light
signage in both directions on Bay Road. Improve
vehicle turn-around at student pkg lot.

1

$250,000

$287,500

$28,750

$28,750

$63,250

$408,250

5 Exterior

At HS: Replace 50% of existing windows (Any
aluminum windows installed as part of the 1999
Reno work would remain). New windows shall be
commercial aluminum, thermally broken with 1"
insulated glass units with low-e coating (EFCOtype), with fixed and operable units. At
auditorium, remove smoke vent louvers (that
currently have plywood boarding these up) and
infill opening with framing, spray-foam insulation
and metal siding system.

1

$607,450

$698,568

$69,857

$69,857

$153,685

$991,967
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Category

Scope of Work

6 Exterior

At HS: Replace hollow metal exterior doors and
frames at specific locations that are rusting
(estimate 5 locations-double doors).

7 Flooring

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated Estimated Total
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)
5

$2,500

$14,375

$1,438

$1,438

$3,163

$20,414

At HS: At areas not renovated in 1999 project
(estimate 20,000 sf): Remove existing VAT
flooring and replace with VCT. Use special
adhesive for use with high moisture concrete.

20000

$11.00

$253,000

$25,300

$25,300

$55,660

$359,260

8 Ceilings

At HS: At areas not renovated in 1999 project
(estimate 20,000 sf): Replace 12" x 12" ceiling
tiles with suspended acoustical ceiling panels and
grid. Include an allowance for some soffits at
specific locations. Coincide with light fixture
replacement.

20000

$7.00

$161,000

$16,100

$16,100

$35,420

$228,620

9 Doors: Safety and

At HS areas not renovated in 1999: Replace
existing wood veneer doors with new. Install door
closers and mag hold opens, tied to fire alarm
system at each classroom door and other doors
selected by school. Provide allowance for
reconfiguration at some doors (estimate 15) to be
determined once code review is completed.

1

$352,000

$404,800

$40,480

$40,480

$89,056

$574,816

Maintenance
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Category

Scope of Work

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated Estimated Total
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

10 Auditorium

Completely renovate existing auditorium: Remove
entire slab and reconstruct to meet sloping
requirements for HC. Provide new seats and
VCT/carpeting, paint. Refinish stage and provide
integrated ramp and stairs to stage. Provide new
Addition to accommodate Theatrical Needs that
are currently in code violation (set storage and
repair, costumes, green room, etc.)- estimate
1,000 sf. Gut Control Booth area and renovate
with new stairs and lift. Provide new lighting,
theater rigging etc.

1

11 Industrial Arts

Upgrade equipment and ventilation for health and
life safety, including: wood cutting and machining
equipment, welding and paint booths, storage
units.

1

$20,000

12 Handicap

At HS: Provide HC accessibility improvements to
toilet rooms; Modify admin office to be accessible;
Door clearance adjustments and change in door
hardware is already included in door replacement
above.

1

$125,000

Accessibility

$2,500,000 $2,875,000
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$287,500

$632,500

$4,082,500

$23,000

$2,300

$2,300

$5,060

$32,660

$143,750

$14,375

$14,375

$31,625

$204,125
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Category

Scope of Work

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated Estimated Total
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

13 Security

At HS: Provide centralized security access
hardware improvements to all exterior doors

14 Heating/Ventilation

At HS: Replace 6 unit ventilators in Cafeteria with 106000
Centralized Air to Air Heat Exchangers. Replace
HVAC system in Auditorium. Provide dedicated
exhaust system for Practical Arts Classrooms
(food preparation instruction). Convert Pneumatic
to DDC Controls. Replace air handling system in
Library. Replace thru-window unit in computer
classroom with centralized A/C.
Make
improvements to exhaust system for electrical
distribution room. Address leaks from mechanical
units at electrical transformer room.

System Upgrades

15 Heating/Ventilation

At MS: Have ducts professionally cleaned

16

$5,000

$92,000

$9,200

$9,200

$20,240

$130,640

$20.00 $2,438,000

$243,800

$243,800

$536,360

$3,461,960

106965

$1.00

$123,010

$12,301

$12,301

$27,062

$174,674

System Upgrades
16 Life Safety

Install fire sealant at penetrations through firerated walls.

1

$25,000

$28,750

$2,875

$2,875

$6,325

$40,825

17 Life Safety

Provide additional storage space to house items
currently stored in Electrical and Mechanical
Rooms. Estimate approx. 300 sf space. Provide
a code-compliant storage unit for all flammable
liquids and hazardous chemicals and relocate into
dedicated storage room.

1

$52,500

$60,375

$6,038

$6,038

$13,283

$85,734
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Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District
Capital Improvement Estimate
28 October 2010

Category

Scope of Work

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated Estimated Total
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

18 Code/Electrical

Replace emergency Exit backup battery lighting
units with a centralized inverter system with new
dual heads throughout the building.

19 Electrical- Energy

Upgrade lighting with Energy Efficient Upgrades, 212965
including ballasts, lamps, and occupancy sensors.
Replace Incandescent Exit signs with LED type.

Efficiency

20 Plumbing

Replace toilet fixtures as a part of hc upgrades
with water conserving features.

21 Security

Provide an access control system tied to all
exterior doors - SEE #13

22 Hazardous Materials Abate/mitigate hazardous materials as

212965

24

1

$1.00

$244,910

$24,491

$24,491

$53,880

$347,772

$6.50 $1,591,913

$159,191

$159,191

$350,221

$2,260,516

$1,200

$33,120

$3,312

$3,312

$7,286

$47,030

$2,500

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$400,000

$460,000

$46,000

$46,000

$101,200

$653,200

encountered as part of any renovation project
where those materials are encountered.
Allowance provided for entire building.

$17,741,165
Estimated Total
NOTE:
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Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District
Capital Improvement Estimate
28 October 2010

Category

Scope of Work

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated Estimated Total
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

1. Costs are conceptual in nature, are for comparison purposes only and are not intended for use in construction. They are based on current
market conditions in October 2010 and must be adjusted for inflation and construction market conditions for each year beyond this date. No
cost for phasing or portable classrooms has been included.
2. An Allowance has been provided for Hazardous Materials abatement (Asbestos/Lead/PCB). The actual cost depend on the scope and
extent of the work performed as well as any additional testing that may be necessary as part of the scope of work.
3. GC Overhead & Profit have been included in the base estimate figures
4. Soft Costs are: Estimated Conceptual Soft Costs (includes: A/E fees, clerk of the works, environmental consult, testing, permitting, legal
fees, printing, and insurance)
5. It is suggested that the School Committee and School Officials meet with the Architect to identify High, Medium and Low Priority items.
6. Refer to each section of Report for more detailed information. Before moving forward with a specific project, a detailed review of the scope
of work and a re-assessment of the cost estimate for that scope should be performed before using these figures for budgetary purposes.
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Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District
Capital Improvement Estimate
28 October 2010

Category

CENTER
BLDG

Scope of Work

CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)
site or
bldg sf

cost/sf or
LS

Estimated
Total

1 Roofing

Replace snow guards with a combination of fence
and copper pad-type

1

$10,000

$11,500

$1,150

$1,150

$2,530

$16,330

2 Roofing

Repair/repoint both chimneys and provide
concrete cap and stainless steel bonnet/cap

1

$10,000

$11,500

$1,150

$1,150

$2,530

$16,330

3 Site Improvements

Connect drain leaders (estimate 8) to existing
drain pipes below grade. Repair/replace section
of piping at grade that is broken or missing.
Confirm storm drain system is free of obstructions.

1

$8,000

$9,200

$920

$920

$2,024

$13,064

4 Exterior

Replace wood clapboard siding and architectural
cornice, window and door trim, in-kind to match
exg. Provide rain screen system behind siding.
Paint to match exg.

1

$156,800

$180,320

$18,032

$18,032

$39,670

$256,054

5 Exterior

Restore or replace original wood windows on 2nd
floor and basement level.

1

$161,280

$185,472

$18,547

$18,547

$40,804

$263,370

6 Exterior

Provide blown-in insulation within exterior wall
cavity and use spray-foam insulation within attic
space at underside of roof deck down to top of
wall. Provide spray foam insulation in basement
level, provide drainage plane. Coincide this work
with siding work.

1

$81,495

$93,719

$9,372

$9,372

$20,618

$133,081

7 Flooring

At 2nd floor lobby, replace VCT

250

$5.00

$1,438

$144

$144

$316

$2,042
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Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District
Capital Improvement Estimate
28 October 2010

Category

Scope of Work

8 Ceilings

Replace stained ceiling tiles at 2nd floor level

9 Life Safety

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

Estimated
Total

1650

$4.00

$7,590

$759

$759

$1,670

$10,778

Reconfigure doors at stair landings at both 1st and
2nd floors. Provide doors with closers, emergency
egress and HC accessible hardware pending code
review and use of 2nd floor space. Remove
existing fire escape stair and infill door with a
window. Replace handrails at stairs. Provide fire
rated doors at boiler room and electrical rooms.

1

$36,365

$41,820

$4,182

$4,182

$9,200

$59,384

Provide HC accessibility improvements to single
user toilet rooms at 2nd floor. Provide signage
throughout. Provide an elevator addition to the
2nd floor. Change out knob hardware for lever
type at 1/2 of doors in the building.

1

$651,000

$748,650

$74,865

$74,865

$164,703

$1,063,083

11 Security

Provide centralized security hardware at all
exterior doors.

4

$5,000

$23,000

$2,300

$2,300

$5,060

$32,660

12 Heating/Ventilation

Provide new flue for exg boilers to be up through
an existing chimney instead of out side-wall of
bldg. Provide renovations to existing chimney to
accommodate flue. Infill sidewall opening with a
window. Provide a centralized mechanical
ventilation system for all spaces in the building;
include Energy Recovery Ventilation. Provide A/C
for 2nd floor spaces. Provide additional fintube
radiation at 2nd floor to replace electric heaters.

1

$200,000

$230,000

$23,000

$23,000

$50,600

$326,600

10 Handicap

Accessibility

System Upgrades
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Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District
Capital Improvement Estimate
28 October 2010

Category

Scope of Work

13 Life Safety

Install fire sealant at penetrations through firerated walls.

14 Electrical

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

Estimated
Total

1

$5,000

$5,750

$575

$575

$1,265

$8,165

Replace Electrical Distribution Panels and provide
additional outlets in spaces throughout to support
increased technology needs.

16500

$3.50

$66,413

$6,641

$6,641

$14,611

$94,306

15 Code/Electrical

Replace emergency Exit backup battery lighting
units with a centralized inverter system with new
dual heads throughout the building.

16500

$1.00

$18,975

$1,898

$1,898

$4,175

$26,946

16 Electrical- Energy

Upgrade lighting with Energy Efficient Upgrades,
including ballasts, lamps, and occupancy sensors.
Replace Incandescent Exit signs with LED type
and provide new LED Exit signs to replace paper
signs.

16500

$6.50

$123,338

$12,334

$12,334

$27,134

$175,140

1

$30,000

$34,500

$3,450

$3,450

$7,590

$48,990

1

$10,000

$11,500

$1,150

$1,150

$2,530

$16,330

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Efficiency

17 Plumbing

18 Fire Protection

19 Structural

Replace toilet fixtures as a part of hc upgrades
with water conserving features. Remove original
plumbing fixtures in basement and infill/cap.
Replace fixtures in basement level bathroom and
renovate space. Add tempered water mixing
valve, circulator pumps, aquastat and hw
Perform Hydraulic Calc's to determine if backflow
preventer can be installed. Install backflow
preventer at sprinkler system.
Review areas where wood floors have settled.
Relocate heavy files or furniture as necessary. Do
not locate multiple heavy files in a concentrated
area or in the middle of a room.
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Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District
Capital Improvement Estimate
28 October 2010

Category

20 Security

Scope of Work

Estimated Estimating
Owner's
Estimated
Cost
Contingency Contingency Soft Costs
(Including
GC OH&P)

Provide an access control system tied to all
exterior doors

21 Hazardous Materials Abate/mitigate hazardous materials as

Estimated
Total

4

$5,000

$23,000

$2,300

$2,300

$5,060

$32,660

1

$95,000

$109,250

$10,925

$10,925

$24,035

$155,135

encountered as part of any renovation project
where those materials are encountered.
Allowance provided for entire building.
$2,750,448
Estimated
Total

NOTE:
1. Costs are conceptual in nature, are for comparison purposes only and are not intended for use in construction. They are based on
current market conditions in October 2010 and must be adjusted for inflation and construction market conditions for each year beyond this
date. No cost for phasing or portable classrooms has been included.
2. An Allowance has been provided for Hazardous Materials abatement (Asbestos/Lead/PCB). The actual cost depend on the scope and
extent of the work performed as well as any additional testing that may be necessary as part of the scope of work.
3. GC Overhead & Profit have been included in the base estimate figures
4. Soft Costs are: Estimated Conceptual Soft Costs (includes: A/E fees, clerk of the works, environmental consult, testing, permitting, legal
fees, printing, and insurance)
5. It is suggested that the School Committee and School Officials meet with the Architect to identify High, Medium and Low Priority items.
6. Refer to each section of Report for more detailed information. Before moving forward with a specific project, a detailed review of the
scope of work and a re-assessment of the cost estimate for that scope should be performed before using these figures for budgetary
purposes.
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Educational Planning L

Conceptual Options M

Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District
Comprehensive Facilities Assessment

OPTION SUMMARY

OPTION SUMMARY
A.

The following options were reviewed:
 Capital Improvements
 Reno/Add to Elementary Schools, Capital Improvements to HS, Center (variation-1
New School)
 Consolidate Elementary Schools, Capital Improvements to HS, Center

B.

Capital Improvement Plan:

C.

Reno/Add to Elementary Schools, Capital Improvements to HS, Center
Bldg

See Capital Improvement Section J

 Option 1a Reno-Add to Buker, Cutler, and Winthrop
 Option 1b Reno-Add to Buker and Cutler, with New Winthrop on Exg Site. Demo
Exg Bldg
 Option 1c Reno-Add to Buker and Cutler with New Winthrop on New Site. Demo Exg
Bldg

Option 1:
Buker Add-Reno
Exg Site/Building Info: 7.1 acres, Exg Bldg: 44,700 sf (incl basement level) constructed in 1953,
Addition in 1955 and 1989, 69 to 93 pkg spaces (shared between Buker and the Center Building)
Building Improvements:
Lt-Med Reno: 32,300sf
Heavy Reno: 12,400 sf
New: 14,800 sf
Total SF: 59,500 sf for 215 students
Site Improvements:
Provide improvements to sidewalks, pavement markings and signage
Provide modifications to site circulation as required to accommodate new additions
Provide additional site lighting
Provide access to playground and HC accessible improvements to playground equipment
Cutler Add-Reno
Exg Site/Bldg Info: 11.5 acres, Exg Bldg: 45,800 sf constructed in 1951 with 1952 and 1956
Dore & Whittier Architects, Inc.
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OPTION SUMMARY

Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District
Comprehensive Facilities Assessment

modular clrms, 1989 addn)
Building Improvements:
Lt-Med Reno: 35,500 sf
Heavy Reno: 6,500 sf
Demo: 3,800 sf
New: 19,500 sf
Total SF: 61,500 sf for 320 students
Site Improvements:
Expand and Upgrade Leach Field
Provide new bus loop and separate parent drop off and additional parking area
Provide young children play area (approx. 8,000 sf) partially covered with cushioned play
surfacing
Winthrop 1a: Add-Reno
Exg Site/Building Info: 14.8 acres, 46,000 sf exg bldg constructed in 1959 with 1965 & 1992
addns
Building Improvements:
Lt-Med Reno: 32,900sf
Heavy Reno: 13,100 sf
New: 19,400 sf
Total SF: 65,400 sf for 320 students
Site Improvements:
Provide minor modifications to Leach Field
Provide a separate parent drop off loop and additional parking area for visitors (15 spaces)
Provide accessible route to the playground
Repave bus drop-off loop and provide upgrades to sidewalks
Provide additional site lighting and signage along existing bus drop-off loop and new parent
drop off loop
Winthrop 1b: New School on Exg Site
New Construction:
1st floor: 49,500 sf
2nd floor: 20,100
Total SF: 69,600 sf for 300 students
Site Improvements:
New road/entry drive, parking, sidewalks, lighting and signage
New playground for younger children with cushioned play surface
New leachfield and septic system
Winthrop 1 c: New School on New Site (no site determined)
New Construction:
1st floor: 49,500 sf
2nd floor: 20,100
M-2

Dore & Whittier Architects, Inc.

Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District
Comprehensive Facilities Assessment

OPTION SUMMARY

Total SF: 69,600 sf for 300 students
Site Improvements:
New road/entry drive, parking, sidewalks, lighting and signage
New playground for younger children with cushioned play surface
Assume new leach field and septic system
HS/MS: Capital Improvement Plan
Center Bldg: Capital Improvement Plan

D.

Consolidate Three Elementary Schools to Two (Demo Winthrop), Capital
Improvements to HS, Center Bldg
Option 2:
Buker Consolidation
Building Improvements:
Lt-Med Reno: 35,100sf
Heavy Reno: 9,600 sf
New: 30,900 sf
Total SF: 75,600 sf for 450 students
Site Improvements:
Provide improvements to sidewalks, pavement markings and signage
Provide modifications to site circulation and playfields as required to accommodate new
additions
Provide additional site lighting
Provide access to playground and HC accessible improvements to playground equipment
Cutler Consolidation (see attached) (exg: 45,800 sf, 290 students)
Building Improvements:
Lt-Med Reno: 23,400 sf
Heavy Reno: 6,200 sf
Demo:16,200 sf
New: 63,400 sf
Total SF: 93,000 sf for 450 K-5 students plus Pre-K
Site Improvements:
Expand and Upgrade Leach Field
Provide new bus loop and separate parent drop off and additional parking area
Provide young children play area (approx. 8,000 sf) partially covered with cushioned play
surfacing
Demo Winthrop
HS/MS: Capital Improvement Plan
Center Bldg: Capital Improvement Plan

Dore & Whittier Architects, Inc.
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Conceptual Options

Buker Option 1a‐ Additions & Renovations

Conceptual Options

Cutler Option 1a Renovation & Additions

Conceptual Options

Winthrop Option 1a Renovations & Additions

Conceptual Options

Winthrop Option 1b New School‐ Existing Site

Conceptual Options

Buker Option 2 Consolidation

Conceptual Options

Cutler Option 2 Consolidation

Cost Estimates N

Hamilton-Wenham Regional School District
Comprehensive Facilities Assessment

COST ESTIMATE SUMMARY

COST ESTIMATE SUMMARY
Capital
Improvement

Option 1 a
(Reno-Add)

Option 1 b
Option 1 c
Option 2
(Reno-Add+New (Reno-Add+New (Consolidation)
at Exg Site)
at New Site)note 6

Buker

$8.2 M

$18.2 M

$18.2 M

$18.2 M

$24.5 M

Cutler

$9.4 M

$20.6 M

$20.6 M

$20.6 M

$33.5 M

Winthrop

$10.7 M

$21.3 M

$26 M

$27.1 M

$ .77M

HS-MS
(Cap Imp)

$19.5 M

$19.5 M

$19.5 M

$19.5 M

$19.5 M

Center
(Cap Imp)

$3 M

$3 M

$3 M

$3 M

$3 M

TOTALS

$50.8 M

$82.6 M

$87.3 M

$88.4 M

$81.3 M

Notes:
1. Capital Maintenance Improvements vary from one building to the next but fall into the following
general categories:
• Site, Roofing, Windows, Life Safety, HC Access, Floors and Ceilings, HVAC, Electrical, Plumbing,
Technology, Security, Hazardous Materials Abatement
2. Project Costs noted above include Conceptual Construction Cost Figures prepared by PM&C (see
attached) and Estimated Soft Costs (including allowances for: Owner’s Contingency, A/E fees,
Permitting, Testing, Legal, Printing, Insurance, OPM fees)
3. Costs are conceptual in nature, are for comparison purposes only and are not intended for use in
construction. They are based on current market conditions in October 2010 and must be adjusted for
inflation and construction market conditions for each year beyond this date.
4. Refer to each section of Report for more detailed information. Before moving forward with a specific
project, a detailed review of the scope of work and a re-assessment of the cost estimate for that
scope should be performed before using these figures for budgetary purposes.
5. An Allowance has been provided for Hazardous Materials Abatement (Asbestos/Lead/PCB) within
the Construction Cost Estimate. The actual cost will depend on the scope and extent of the work
performed as well as any additional testing that may be necessary as part of the scope of work.
6. Costs associated with a New Site are not included (ie. Site Analysis, Land Acquisition, Utility
Infrastructure development, special site conditions, etc.)
Dore & Whittier Architects, Inc.
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Preliminary Feasibility Submission

HAMILTON WENHAM
REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
Design Options
Hamilton Wenham, MA

Prepared for:

Dore and Whittier
October 27, 2010

HAMILTON WENHAM
Design Options

27-Oct-10

Hamilton Wenham, MA
Preliminary Feasibility Submission
MAIN CONSTRUCTION COST SUMMARY
Gross Floor
Area

$/sf

Estimated
Construction Cost

OPTION 1a
BUKER ADDITIONS & RENOVATIONS

59,500

$236.33

$14,061,358

CUTLER ADDITIONS & RENOVATIONS

61,500

$255.88

$15,736,449

WINTHROP 1a ADDITIONS & RENOVATIONS

65,400

$251.44

$16,444,378

$248.08

$46,242,185

SUB-TOTAL

186,400

OWNERS CONTINGENCY

10%

$4,624,219

SOFT COSTS

20%

$9,248,437

HS/MS CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN (Including Soft
Costs)

212,965

$17,741,165

CENTER BUILDING CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
(Including Soft Costs)
PHASING FOR CAPITAL
10%
IMPROVEMENTS

16,500

$2,750,448

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS

415,865

Executive Summary
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$2,049,161

$198.76

$82,655,615

PMC - Project Management Cost

HAMILTON WENHAM
Design Options

27-Oct-10

Hamilton Wenham, MA
Preliminary Feasibility Submission

OPTION 1b
BUKER ADDITIONS & RENOVATIONS

59,500

$236.33

$14,061,358

CUTLER ADDITIONS & RENOVATIONS

61,500

$255.88

$15,736,449

WINTHROP 1b NEW BUILDING ON EXISTING SITE

69,600

$286.86

$19,965,450

$261.09

$49,763,257

SUB-TOTAL
OWNERS CONTINGENCY
SOFT COSTS

190,600
10%
20%

$4,976,326
$9,952,651

HS/MS CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN (Including Soft
Costs)

212,965

$17,741,165

CENTER BUILDING CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
(Including Soft Costs)
PHASING FOR CAPITAL
10%
IMPROVEMENTS

16,500

$2,750,448

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS

$2,049,161

420,065

$207.67

$87,233,008

OPTION 1c
BUKER ADDITIONS & RENOVATIONS

59,500

$236.33

$14,061,358

CUTLER ADDITIONS & RENOVATIONS

61,500

$255.88

$15,736,449

WINTHROP 1c NEW BUILDING ON NEW SITE

69,600

$299.50

$20,845,124

$265.70

$50,642,931

SUB-TOTAL
OWNERS CONTINGENCY
SOFT COSTS

190,600
10%
20%

$5,064,293
$10,128,586

HS/MS CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN (Including Soft
Costs)
CENTER BUILDING CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
(Including Soft Costs)
PHASING FOR CAPITAL
10%
IMPROVEMENTS

212,965

$17,741,165

16,500

$2,750,448

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS

420,065

Executive Summary
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$2,049,161

$210.39

$88,376,584

PMC - Project Management Cost

HAMILTON WENHAM
Design Options

27-Oct-10

Hamilton Wenham, MA
Preliminary Feasibility Submission

OPTION 2
BUKER CONSOLIDATION

75,600

$248.95

$18,820,304

CUTLER CONSOLIDATED

93,000

$277.54

$25,810,908

WINTHROP DEMOLITION

$612,613

SUB-TOTAL

OWNERS CONTINGENCY
SOFT COSTS

168,600

$268.35

10%
20%

$45,243,825

$4,524,383
$9,048,765

HS/MS CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN (Including Soft
Costs)
CENTER BUILDING CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
(Including Soft Costs)
10%
PHASING FOR CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENTS

212,965

$17,741,165

16,500

$2,750,448

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS

398,065

$2,049,161

$204.38

$81,357,747

OPTION 3
HS/MS CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN (Including Soft
Costs)
CENTER BUILDING CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
(Including Soft Costs)
BUKER CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN (Including
Soft Costs)
CUTLER CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN (Including
Soft Costs)
WINTHROP CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN
(Including Soft Costs)
PHASING FOR CAPITAL
10%
IMPROVEMENTS

212,965

$17,741,165

16,500

$2,750,448

41,853

$7,445,674

45,800

$8,554,261

46,000

$9,772,612

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS

363,118

$4,626,416

$140.15

$50,890,576

NOTE the allowances below can be applied to any of the options above
ADDITIONAL ALLOWANCES
1. Grey water system
1. PV Panels (5,000 sf array)

Executive Summary

$150,000
$450,000
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PMC - Project Management Cost

HAMILTON WENHAM
Design Options

27-Oct-10

Hamilton Wenham, MA
Preliminary Feasibility Submission
MAIN CONSTRUCTION COST SUMMARY
Gross Floor
Area

$/sf

Estimated
Construction Cost

OPTION 1
BUKER ADDITIONS & RENOVATIONS
HEAVY RENOVATION TO EXISTING SCHOOL

12,400

$190.00

$2,356,000

LIGHT/MEDIUM RENOVATION TO EXISTING SCHOOL

32,300

$140.00

$4,522,000

REMOVE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS (not including testing &
monitoring)
ADDITIONS

$258,000

14,800

$220.00

SITEWORK ALLOWANCE (no work to fields)

$310,000

SUB-TOTAL
GENERAL CONDITIONS
BONDS
INSURANCE
PERMIT

$3,256,000

59,500

$179.87

6%
0.65%
1.25%

$10,702,000
$642,120
$69,563
$133,775
NIC

OVERHEAD AND FEE
ESCALATION TO MID-POINT
(assumed 2 YRS at 2% PA)

3%
4%

$321,060
$428,080

DESIGN AND PRICING
CONTINGENCY

10%

$1,229,660

PHASING PREMIUM

5%

$535,100

TOTAL OF ALL CONSTRUCTION

Main Summary

59,500
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$236.33

$14,061,358

PMC - Project Management Cost

HAMILTON WENHAM
Design Options

27-Oct-10

Hamilton Wenham, MA
Preliminary Feasibility Submission
CUTLER ADDITIONS & RENOVATIONS
HEAVY RENOVATION TO EXISTING SCHOOL

6,500

$190.00

$1,235,000

LIGHT/MEDIUM RENOVATION TO EXISTING SCHOOL

35,500

$140.00

$4,970,000

DEMOLISH EXISTING

3,800

$8.00

$30,400

REMOVE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS (not including testing &
monitoring)
ADDITIONS

$301,500

19,500

$240.00

SITEWORK ALLOWANCE (no work to fields)

$760,000

SUB-TOTAL
GENERAL CONDITIONS
BONDS
INSURANCE
PERMIT

$4,680,000

61,500

$194.75

$11,976,900

6%
0.65%
1.25%

$718,614
$77,850
$149,711
NIC

OVERHEAD AND FEE
ESCALATION TO MID-POINT
(assumed 2 YRS at 2% PA)

3%
4%

$359,307
$479,076

DESIGN AND PRICING
CONTINGENCY

10%

$1,376,146

PHASING PREMIUM

5%

$598,845

TOTAL OF ALL CONSTRUCTION

Main Summary

61,500
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$255.88

$15,736,449

PMC - Project Management Cost

HAMILTON WENHAM
Design Options

27-Oct-10

Hamilton Wenham, MA
Preliminary Feasibility Submission
WINTHROP 1a - ADDITIONS & RENOVATIONS
HEAVY RENOVATION TO EXISTING SCHOOL

13,100

$190.00

$2,489,000

LIGHT/MEDIUM RENOVATION TO EXISTING SCHOOL

32,900

$140.00

$4,606,000

REMOVE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS (not including testing &
monitoring)
ADDITIONS

$264,700

19,400

$240.00

SITEWORK ALLOWANCE

$500,000

SUB-TOTAL
GENERAL CONDITIONS
BONDS
INSURANCE
PERMIT

$4,656,000

65,400

$191.37

$12,515,700

6%
0.65%
1.25%

$750,942
$81,352
$156,446
NIC

OVERHEAD AND FEE
ESCALATION TO MID-POINT
(assumed 2 YRS at 2% PA)

3%
4%

$375,471
$500,628

DESIGN AND PRICING
CONTINGENCY

10%

$1,438,054

PHASING PREMIUM

5%

$625,785

TOTAL OF ALL CONSTRUCTION

Main Summary

65,400
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$251.44

$16,444,378

PMC - Project Management Cost

HAMILTON WENHAM
Design Options

27-Oct-10

Hamilton Wenham, MA
Preliminary Feasibility Submission
WINTHROP 1b - NEW SCHOOL EXISTING SITE
NEW CONSTRUCTION

69,600

$200.00

$13,920,000

DEMOLISH EXISTING

44,000

$5.00

$220,000

REMOVE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS (not including testing &
monitoring)

$264,700

SITEWORK ALLOWANCE

$1,392,000

SUB-TOTAL
GENERAL CONDITIONS
BONDS
INSURANCE
PERMIT

69,600

$226.96

$15,796,700

6%
0.65%
1.25%

$947,802
$102,679
$197,459
NIC

OVERHEAD AND FEE
ESCALATION TO MID-POINT
(assumed 2 YRS at 2% PA)

3%
4%

$473,901
$631,868

DESIGN AND PRICING
CONTINGENCY

10%

$1,815,041

TOTAL OF ALL CONSTRUCTION

Main Summary

69,600
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$286.86

$19,965,450

PMC - Project Management Cost

HAMILTON WENHAM
Design Options

27-Oct-10

Hamilton Wenham, MA
Preliminary Feasibility Submission
WINTHROP 1c - NEW SCHOOL NEW SITE
NEW CONSTRUCTION

69,600

$200.00

$13,920,000

DEMOLISH EXISTING

44,000

$5.00

$220,000

REMOVE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS (not including testing &
monitoring)

$264,700

SITEWORK ALLOWANCE

$2,088,000

SUB-TOTAL
GENERAL CONDITIONS
BONDS
INSURANCE
PERMIT

69,600

$236.96

$16,492,700

6%
0.65%
1.25%

$989,562
$107,203
$206,159
NIC

OVERHEAD AND FEE
ESCALATION TO MID-POINT
(assumed 2 YRS at 2% PA)

3%
4%

$494,781
$659,708

DESIGN AND PRICING
CONTINGENCY

10%

$1,895,011

TOTAL OF ALL CONSTRUCTION

Main Summary

69,600
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$299.50

$20,845,124

PMC - Project Management Cost

HAMILTON WENHAM
Design Options

27-Oct-10

Hamilton Wenham, MA
Preliminary Feasibility Submission

OPTION 2
BUKER CONSOLIDATION
HEAVY RENOVATION TO EXISTING SCHOOL

9,600

$190.00

$1,824,000

LIGHT/MEDIUM RENOVATION TO EXISTING SCHOOL

35,100

$140.00

$4,914,000

REMOVE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS (not including testing &
monitoring)
ADDITIONS

$258,000

30,900

$220.00

SITEWORK ALLOWANCE (no work to fields)

$530,000

SUB-TOTAL
GENERAL CONDITIONS
BONDS
INSURANCE
PERMIT

$6,798,000

75,600

$189.47

$14,324,000

6%
0.65%
1.25%

$859,440
$93,106
$179,050
NIC

OVERHEAD AND FEE
ESCALATION TO MID-POINT
(assumed 2 YRS at 2% PA)

3%
4%

$429,720
$572,960

DESIGN AND PRICING
CONTINGENCY

10%

$1,645,828

PHASING PREMIUM

5%

$716,200

TOTAL OF ALL CONSTRUCTION

Main Summary

75,600
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$248.95

$18,820,304

PMC - Project Management Cost

HAMILTON WENHAM
Design Options

27-Oct-10

Hamilton Wenham, MA
Preliminary Feasibility Submission
CUTLER CONSOLIDATED
HEAVY RENOVATION TO EXISTING SCHOOL

6,200

$190.00

$1,178,000

LIGHT/MEDIUM RENOVATION TO EXISTING SCHOOL

23,400

$140.00

$3,276,000

DEMOLISH EXISTING

16,200

$5.00

$81,000

REMOVE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS (not including testing &
monitoring)
ADDITIONS

$301,500

63,400

$220.00

SITEWORK ALLOWANCE (no work to fields)

$860,000

SUB-TOTAL
GENERAL CONDITIONS
BONDS
INSURANCE
PERMIT

$13,948,000

93,000

$211.23

$19,644,500

6%
0.65%
1.25%

$1,178,670
$127,689
$245,556
NIC

OVERHEAD AND FEE
ESCALATION TO MID-POINT
(assumed 2 YRS at 2% PA)

3%
4%

$589,335
$785,780

DESIGN AND PRICING
CONTINGENCY

10%

$2,257,153

PHASING PREMIUM

5%

$982,225

TOTAL OF ALL CONSTRUCTION

Main Summary

93,000
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$277.54

$25,810,908

PMC - Project Management Cost

HAMILTON WENHAM
Design Options

27-Oct-10

Hamilton Wenham, MA
Preliminary Feasibility Submission
WINTHROP DEMOLITION
DEMOLISH EXISTING

44,000

REMOVE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS (not including testing &
monitoring)

SUB-TOTAL
GENERAL CONDITIONS
BONDS
INSURANCE
PERMIT

$5.00

$220,000
$264,700

$484,700
6%
0.65%
1.25%

$29,082
$3,151
$6,059
NIC

OVERHEAD AND FEE
ESCALATION TO MID-POINT
(assumed 2 YRS at 2% PA)

3%
4%

$14,541
$19,388

DESIGN AND PRICING
CONTINGENCY

10%

$55,692

TOTAL OF ALL CONSTRUCTION

$612,613

NOTE the allowances below can be applied to any of the options above
ADDITIONAL ALLOWANCES
1. Grey water system
1. PV Panels (5,000 sf array)

$150,000
$450,000

ITEMS NOT CONSIDERED IN THIS ESTIMATE

Items not included in this estimate are:
All professional fees and insurance
Building Permit costs
Land acquisition, feasibility, and financing costs
All Furnishings, Fixtures and Equipment
Items identified in the design as Not In Contract (NIC)
Items identified in the design as by others
Owner supplied and/or installed items (e.g. draperies, furniture and equipment)
Rock excavation; special foundations (unless indicated by design engineers)
Utility company back charges, including work required off-site
Work to City streets and sidewalks, (except as noted in this estimate)

Main Summary

Page 12

PMC - Project Management Cost

Appendix O

3/3/2011

Comprehensive Facilities Assessment
Hamilton‐Wenham Regional School District
Hamilton and Wenham, Massachusetts

Presentation
28 October, 2010

Study Objective
Develop a Long‐Range District Planning
Document that anticipates future educational
and facilities needs

Buker

Winthrop
Cutler

1

3/3/2011

Master Plan Process
• Project History
Space Needs and Demographic Study

•
•
•
•
•
•

Site/Building
Si
/B ildi Analysis
A l i
Educational Planning Review
Findings
Conceptual Options/Project Costs
Conclusions
Next Steps

Project History
Space Needs and Demographic Study
•
•

•
•

Enrollment is Steady with slight decline over next
10 yrs
All Schools have space needs‐ Primary Reasons:
 Student‐Teacher ratios 18‐22 st/teacher
 2010 MSBA Standards vs. 1950s‐1960’s
 Special Education Regulations
 Computer/Technology Integration
Elementary Schools: higher priority, HS second,
MS third
Elementary Schools space deficiencies range from
10 to 50% undersized for: Classrooms, Library,
Gym, Music, Art, Special Needs
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Project History
Examples of Space Issues:
•

Buker: Speech/OT in gym storage
space
p

•

Cutler: Remedial Assistance taught
in Outdoor Storage Rooms

•

Winthrop and Cutler: Gyms are 50%
smaller than MSBA

•

HS: Costume Storage located on top
of Auditorium Ceiling

•

All schools store items in Mech/Elect
Rooms

Site/Building Analysis‐ BUKER
Site (7.1 acres, 45,000 sf bldg constructed in 1953, Addition in 1955 and 1989,
69 pkg spaces)

• Extremely tight‐ constrained by residential neighborhood
• Limited space available for parking and drop‐off
• Location of Entry‐ security and access control
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Site/Building Analysis‐ BUKER
Building
• Re‐Roofing Needed‐ Consider Thermal Envelope
Improvements
• Large single‐pane windows (older section)
• Review Emergency Shelter Requirements
• Code/Life Safety/HC Improvements Needed
• Electrical and HVAC Improvements Needed‐ Electrical
Panels have no capacity for expansion
• Finishes Upgrades Needed (Floors/Ceilings)

Site/Building Analysis‐ CUTLER
Site (11.5 acres, 46,000 sf bldg
constructed in 1951 with 1952/1956
modular classrooms,
classrooms 1989 addn)

• Parent drop off and
accessible route should be
improved
• Fields are on opposite side
of gym
• Total usable acreage for
expansion is more than
Buker or Winthrop
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Site/Building Analysis‐ CUTLER
Building
Re‐Roofing Needed
Replace 1952 wing single‐pane windows, MPR siding/exterior walls
Consider Replacement of Modular classrooms
Code/Life Safety/HC Improvements Needed
Electrical and HVAC Improvements Needed‐ Electrical Panels have
no capacity for expansion
• Finishes Upgrades Needed (Floors/Ceilings)
•
•
•
•
•

Site/Building Analysis‐ WINTHROP
Site (14.8 acres, 46,000 sf bldg constructed
in 1959 with 1965 & 1989 addns)

• SSeparation
ti off P
Parentt drop‐off
d
ff
and Parking Needed
• Need more parking spaces
• Review Security/Access
• Pavement/Signage/Sight
Line/Sidewalk Improvements
Needed
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Site/Building Analysis‐ WINTHROP
Building
Re‐Roofing Needed
Replace single‐pane
single pane curtain wall windows
Code/Life Safety/HC Improvements Needed
Electrical and HVAC Improvements Needed‐ Electrical
Panels have no capacity for expansion
• Finishes Upgrades Needed (Floors/Ceilings)
•
•
•
•

Site/Building Analysis‐ HWRHS MRMS
Site (HS 1961, Partial Reno in 1999 with MS addition)
• Site circulation generally works well‐
but heavy traffic on Bay Road
• Poor drainage at Main Field‐ Need
additional Practice Fields
• Add Parking spaces
• Upgrade Some ramps for HC

Building‐ High School
• Re‐roof; add slope and drains
• Replace wood windows‐ replace failed
insulated glass units
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Site/Building Analysis‐ HWRHS MRMS
Building‐ High School and Middle School
• Code/Life Safety/HC/Flooring and Ceiling Finishes renovations
needed for HS areas untouched by previous Reno
• HVAC and Electrical Upgrades Needed at HS areas untouched by
previous Reno
• Clean ducts at MS

Site/Building Analysis‐ CENTER
Site (Shares site with Buker, 1881)
• Acceptable use of historic building
• Parking appears adequate for staff
but limited when conference rooms
are used

Building
• Roof repair currently in progress
• Repair/Restore/Replace Siding and
Original Windows
• Lack
L k off Insulation
I l ti iin Walls
W ll and
d Roof
R f
• Remove Fire Escape stair; in poor
condition
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Site/Building Analysis‐ CENTER
Building (cont.)
• Address Code/Life Safety/HC Issues
(Doors Stairs
(Doors,
Stairs, Limited Accessible
Route, Toilets)
• Future use of building vs. Code
• Wood floor structure has settled;
overload concern
• Provide Mechanical Ventilation, H/V
Improvements and address Boiler
Exhaust
• Electrical System Upgrades Needed

Energy Efficiency Recommendations
A. Add Insulation to Roof during Re‐Roofing Projects
B Replace Single‐Pane Windows with High‐Performance Windows
B.
C. Consider utilizing thermal shades
D. Replace Boilers with High Efficiency Condensing Boilers
E. Upgrade HVAC systems to provide energy‐recovery, VAV
connected to CO2 or occupancy sensors
F Upgrade to high‐efficiency lighting fixtures and install occupancy
F.
sensors throughout. Use LED Exit lights
G. Replace Electrical Distribution Panels
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Educational Planning
Existing Elementary Schools Data
Buker
Cutler
Winthrop
Total

K‐5
K‐5
PK‐5

258 students 34880sf
291 students 42050sf
297 students 44140sf
846 students

135sf/student
145sf/student
/
149sf/student
180sf/student
(MSBA guidelines)

Scope of Educational Work:
• Elementaryy Educational Needs
• Winthrop Site Mixed‐Use Development Impact
• Buker‐Cutler (2) School Consolidation

Educational Planning
Buker Elementary School
Kindergarten
Classrooms
Art
Music
Library/Media Ctr
Gymnasium
SPED

Existingg
853‐986sf
884‐961sf
971sf
981sf
893sf
4292sf
844sf

MSBA or Proposed
p
1100‐1300sf
900‐1000sf
1000sf
1200sf
2600sf
6000sf*
2362sf proposed*

*Allow for flexibility in program design
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Educational Planning
Cutler Elementary School
Kindergarten
Classrooms
Art
Music
Library/Media Ctr
Gymnasium
SPED

Existingg
941‐1174sf
817‐1014sf
804sf
811sf
1320sf
2990sf
1964sf

MSBA or Proposed
p
1100‐1300sf
900‐1000sf
1000sf
1200sf
2600sf
6000sf*
3158sf proposed*

*Allow for flexibility in program design

Educational Planning
Winthrop Elementary School
Pre‐Kindergarten
Kindergarten
Classrooms
Art
Music
Library/Media Ctr
Gymnasium
SPED

Existingg
870
1125‐1148sf
780‐885sf
1140sf
1200sf
1946sf
2687sf
3408sf

MSBA or Proposed
p
1100‐1300sf
1100‐1300sf
900‐1000sf
1000sf
1200sf
2600sf
6000sf*
6980sf proposed*

*Allow for flexibility in program design
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Findings: Existing Conditions & Educational Space Needs Summary
Every School Building is Physically and Academically Viable
Highlights‐ Physical Buildings :
 Winthrop: has pleasant learning atmosphere, well‐designed, well‐
built; worthy of renovations
 Cutler: Consider removal and reconstruction of portable classrooms;
Poorly constructed ‐ never intended as permanent
 Buker: Tight site restricts future expansion‐ basement has unusable
Ed space‐ Review Emergency Shelter Req’ts
 HS‐MS: Auditorium needs Upgrade or Replacement: heavily used by
y Code and Life Safetyy Concerns
MS,, HS and Community‐
 Many Similar Physical Deficiencies: Roofing, Windows, Electrical, Life
Safety, HC accessibility, Parent drop‐off areas)
 Center Building: Acceptable Use as District Offices‐ Upgrades
Needed: Other location within district would require investment

Findings ‐ Existing Conditions & Educational Space Needs Summary
Highlights – Educational/Space:
 Compared to MSBA guidelines, many spaces are undersized (i.e.
Classrooms, Sp. Ed, Library, Gym)‐ Schools have adjusted class
p
sizes to make this work‐however no room for expansion


Example: Students with undersized library may not have same
learning opportunities/experiences as students with a library
housing more books, space for research, casual reading, or story
time



All Schools require add’l Special Needs Spaces; may have an
impact on learning, self
self‐esteem
esteem



All Schools require additional Storage space‐ items stored in
inappropriate areas‐impact on code compliance/life‐safety
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Educational Planning Options
Grade Configuration under Reno‐Add Plan
Buker
K‐5
215 students
Cutler
K‐5
K
5
320 students
Winthrop PK‐5
320 students
Totals
855 students
Grade Configuration under Consolidation Plan
Buker
K‐5
K
5
450 students
Cutler
PK‐5
450 students plus PK
Totals
900 students

Options Reviewed


Do Nothing



Capital Improvements



Reno/Add to Elementary Schools,
Capital Improvements to HS, Center
(variation‐1 New School)



Consolidate Elementary Schools,
Capital Improvements to HS, Center
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Options‐ Points to Consider
Do Nothing
•

Delays the inevitable. At some point, the roof,
mechanical/electrical equipment and aging building systems
need to be replaced.

•

Construction Costs continue to rise, typically 3% to 5%
annually

•

Inadequate parent drop‐off areas, roof leaks, antiquated
electrical systems and non
non‐code
code compliant conditions are a
health/safety concern.

•

Lack of Space may have an impact on learning/teaching

5 Year Capital Maintenance Plan
Building

Project Cost

Buker

$ 8.2 M

Cutler

$ 9.4 M

Winthrop

$10.7 M

HS‐MS

$19.5 M

Center

$ 3M

TOTALS

$50.8 M

Note:
1. Maintenance Improvements vary from one building to the next
b t ffallll iinto
but
t the
th ffollowing
ll i generall categories:
t
i
• Site, Roofing, Windows, Life Safety, HC Access, Floors and
Ceilings, HVAC, Electrical, Plumbing, Technology, Security,
Hazardous Materials Abatement
2. Total Cost figures are provided for comparison purposes
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Options‐ Points to Consider
Capital Improvements
•

Does Not Address Educational or Space Issues/Needs
p
mayy have an impact
p on learning/teaching
g/
g
 Lack of Space

•

Piecemeal with multiple bonds over time:
 Will cost more than combining all into one bond but may
be easier to phase in the work
 Some high priority work may not be completed for 15 or
20 years (see Do Nothing Option)

•

OR Combine into One Bond
 May require significant phasing costs, portable
classrooms
 Intrusive construction may have impact on learning

Option 1a:

Existing Grade Configuration

Buker Elementary School‐ Reno/Add
215 students
Project Cost Estimate: $18.2 M

Cutler Elementary School‐ Reno/Add
320 students
Project Cost Estimate: $20.6 M

Winthrop Elementary School‐ Reno/Add
320 students
Project Cost Estimate: $21.3 M
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Options – Points to Consider
1a. Reno/Add to Elem Schools‐ Cap Imp to HS and
Center:
•

Addresses Educational and Physical
y
Needs

•

Higher initial capital cost but less long‐term cost to the
school district

•

Makes use of existing buildings/sites

•

Allows for easier phasing of construction than Cap Imp
Option‐
O
i
l
less
iimpact on students
d

•

Addresses health and safety concerns immediately

•

Buker site is not well‐suited for expansion

Option 1b:

Existing Grade Configuration
Winthrop Development
Buker Elementary School‐ Reno/Add
215 students
Project Cost Estimate: $18.2 M

Cutler Elementary School‐ Reno/Add
320 students
Project Cost Estimate: $20.6 M

Winthrop Elementary School‐ New School‐ Exg Site
320 students
Project Cost Estimate: $26 M
(Includes Demo of Exg Bldg)
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Options – Points to Consider
1b. Reno/Add to Two Elem Schools, Demo One,
Construct One New on Existing Site, Cap Imp to HS
and Center:
Same Points as 1a, plus the following:
•

Constructing New Building Allows for swing space during
construction of other schools‐ has least educational impact
during construction

•

All
Allows
f potential
for
t ti l site
it development
d l
t

•

Costs more than 1a.

•

New School will have most flexible educational design

Option 1c:

Existing Grade Configuration
Winthrop Development
Buker Elementary School‐ Reno/Add
215 students
Project Cost Estimate: $18.2 M

Cutler Elementary School‐ Reno/Add
320 students
Project Cost Estimate: $20.6 M

Winthrop Elementary School‐ New School‐ New Site (Site TBD)
320 students
Project Cost Estimate: $27.1 M
Includes Demo of Exg Bldg
(Does not Include Site Purchase or Special Site Costs)
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Options – Points to Consider
1c. Reno/Add to Two Elem Schools, Demo One,
Construct One New on New Site, Cap Imp to HS
and Center:
Same Points as 1b, plus the following:
•

Allows for more potential site development at exg school site

•

More Potential for Future Growth/Expansion at new site

•

Most likely will Cost more than 1b due to Site Analysis, Land
Acquisition, Utility Infrastructure development, etc.

•

No known site available (20 acres‐ideal)‐ New site would most
likely be located out of Town Center‐ Opposes Smart Growth
Concept

Option 2:

Consolidation Plan
Buker Elementary School‐ Consolidation
450 students K‐5
Project Cost Estimate: $24.5 M

Cutler Elementary School‐ Consolidation
450 students K‐5 plus Pre‐K
Project Cost Estimate: $33.5 M
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Options – Points to Consider
2. Consolidation to Two Elem Schools, Demo One, Cap
Imp to HS and Center:
Same Points as 1a, plus the following:
•

Reduces overall Building and site area to operate/maintain and
most likely saves $ in staffing reductions as well

•

Existing Sites are well below ideal site size (20 acres) for an
Elementary School of this size

•

Doubling the size of existing buildings and parking areas reduces
the available space on site for playgrounds

•

Doubling the number of cars at each site may have traffic impact,
especially at Buker

Project Cost Summary
Capital
Improvement

Option 1 a
(Reno‐Add)

Option 1 b
(Reno‐Add+New at Exg
Site)

Option 1 c
(Reno‐Add+New at
New Site)note 6

Option 2
(Consolidation)

Buker

$8 2 M
$8.2

$18 2 M
$18.2

$18 2 M
$18.2

$18 2 M
$18.2

$24 5 M
$24.5

Cutler

$9.4 M

$20.6 M

$20.6 M

$20.6 M

$33.5 M

Winthrop

$10.7 M

$21.3 M

$26 M

$27.1 M

$ .77M

HS‐MS
(Cap Imp)

$19.5 M

$19.5 M

$19.5 M

$19.5 M

$19.5 M

Center
(Cap Imp)

$3 M

$3 M

$3 M

$3 M

$3 M

TOTALS

$50.8 M

$82.6 M

$87.3 M

$88.4 M

$81.3 M
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Conclusions ‐ Overview
A. All schools have educational and physical inadequacies that
should be addressed to meet the needs and demands of a
21st Century Education
B.

Schools have had to find ways to adapt during past 50‐60 years to
changes in Education teaching approach and methods of learning
without changing the Building Structure

C.

While schools have space limitations, these can be overcome
with renovation and new construction

D Modifying the educational space to match the educational
D.
program will allow for improved educational function and
increased learning opportunities

Conclusions‐ Building Options
1.

2.
3.

Consider new school on Cutler Site
a. This will allow for easier phasing of construction with less
impact on educational function
b New school could be consolidation‐
b.
consolidation Remove Buker
Consider Renovations and Expansion to Winthrop
a. Existing Building is not worthy of demolition
Consider reducing number of students at Buker to fit within
MSBA guidelines – using existing Building footprint‐ Renovate
to meet needs
a. This
Thi will
ill reduce
d
ttraffic
ffi and
d congestion
ti att thi
this site
it while
hil
keeping a neighborhood school and continue use of
playfields
b. These playfields are used not only by students but all
residents in surrounding area‐very important asset
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Conclusions‐ Building Options
4.

5.

Consider Addressing Space Needs at HS
a. Capital Improvements primarily address physical issues;
space needs were not considered
b In addition to Auditorium,
b.
Auditorium a number of other spaces were
highlighted in Space Study with space deficiencies:
Industrial Arts, Science Labs, Family & Consumer Science ,
Music, and Art
Center Building: If District offices are reviewed for relocation
elsewhere, consideration should be made to future use of this
historic building

Suggested Next Steps




Public Discussion
Options Prioritization
MSBA Statement of Interest Development
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Discussion

Thank‐you
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